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ABSTRACT

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is the U. S. Department of Energy's (DOE)
mined geologic repository in southeastern New Mexico, USA- This site is designed
for the permanent burial of transuranic radioactive waste generated by defense
related activities. The waste produces gases when exposed to brine. This gas
generation may result in increased pressures over time. Therefore, a future driller
that unknowingly penetrates through the site may experience a blowout. This paper
describes the methodology used to predict the resultant volumes of contaminated
brine released to the surface.

Key Words: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant/ Direct Brine Release/ Blowout/ Wellbore Flow/
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INTRODUCTION

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is the U. S. Department of Energy's (DOE) mined
geologic repository located 42 km (26 miles) east of Carlsbad, in southeastern New Mexico, USA.
Constructed in bedded salt deposits 655 m (2150 feet) below the ground, this site is designed for the
permanent burial of transuranic radioactive waste generated by defense related activities. WIPP
destined waste consists primarily of 208 L (55 gal) drums containing radioactive contaminated tools,
rags and other materials.

The DOE submitted an application (October 1996) to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) for certification that the WIPP repository complies with strict environmental regulations
designed to safeguard humans and the environment for the next 10,000 years even if future
generations cease to maintain control over the site. WIPP is located in an active drilling area in the
Delaware Basin; and therefore, the EPA's regulations (U. S. Code of Federal Regulations: 40 CFR
194{1)) require that the consequences of future inadvertent drilling penetrations into the WIPP
repository be quantified.

The waste contains, in part, steel, cellulosics, plastics, and rubbers which produce gases (mainly
hydrogen from corrosion and carbon dioxide or methane from biodegradation) when exposed to brine.
This gas generation may result in increased pressures over time. Therefore, a future driller that
unknowingly penetrates through the site may experience a blowout. The methodology used to predict
the resultant volumes of contaminated brine released to the surface includes the Poettmann-Carpenter
multiphase flow correlation to describe wellbore flow in combination with other models that define
blowout wellbore conditions and future brine and gas saturations in the repository.
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PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT NEAR WIPP

The WIPP repository is located within a U. S. government owned sixteen-square-mile land area
in southern New Mexico, USA (Figure 1). Natural gas was discovered near the WIPP in the deep
Wolfcamp, Strawn, Atoka and Morrow formations in the 1950s, and sporadic drilling continued into
the 1980s. Extensive drilling for oil did not occur until the 1990s when oil was discovered in the
Delaware Mountain group (shallower Bell Canyon, Cherry Canyon, Brushy Canyon and Bone Spring
formations). By 1996, over 500 wells were drilled in the 324-square-mile area surrounding the WIPP
site.
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Fig. 1- Location of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in Southeastern New Mexico, USA(7)

Approximately 90% of the wells have been drilled to oil horizons that are located in several fields
adjacent to WIPP. A typical completion diagram for a well located on the east side of the WIPP
boundary in the Livingston Ridge Field is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2-Typical Livingston Ridge Completion(7)

DIRECT BRINE RELEASE MODELING

Multidisciplinary Approach to Intrusion Problem

A multidtsciplinary team addressed various aspects of the intrusion problem. Berglund<2) et al.
and Wilson(3) et al. described how solids removed during the drilling processs were determined.
Hansen(4) et al. provided a more realistic conceptual model for the release of solids. Stockman(5> et al.
addressed gas generation and radionuclide transport in the waste panels (series of excavated rooms
that will contain the drums of waste). Helton(6) et al. converted the volume of solids and contaminated
brine released at the surface into the EPA-approved Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
(CCDF) format to determine compliance. The calculation of brine releases brought to the surface (in
cubic meters) during drilling are addressed specifically within this paper.
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Conditions for Direct Brine Release

Certain conditions must exist within the waste in order for contaminated brine to flow directly to
the surface during a drilling intrusion:

• Pressure in the waste must be greater than that exerted by the dynamic column of drilling fluid
that penetrates a waste panel (8 MPa). This is the minimum pressure needed to overcome the
hydrostatic and frictional forces associated with fluid flow up the annular space between the drill
string and open hole (,the assumed flow path for direct releases) as shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3 - Borehole Representation^'

• There must be mobile brine present in the waste panels to flow to the surface. Corrosion and
biodegradation processes consume brine and release gases as by-products, and it is possible for
the brine volume in the waste pores to drop below its "mobile" (residual) saturation. Gas-only
blowouts are also possible but result in no liquid releases and are therefore not included in this
model.

Model Description

A "repository scale" model was set up as a two-dimensional finite difference mesh of 39 X 39
grid blocks to be solved using the Sandia National Laboratories developed brine and gas flow code
with acronym BRAGFLO(7) (hereafter the direct brine release version will be called DBR_BRAGFLO
-- see Figure 4). The mesh compares to a regional 10,000 year model (hereafter called BRAGFLO) in
the following ways:



The DBR_BRAGFLO mesh is oriented in the areal plane, with the z-dimension (height) one
element thick. BRAGFLO is oriented as a cross-section, with multiple layers in height and the
thickness (y-dimension) one element thick.
DBR_BRAGFLO models flow only in the waste area. The BRAGFLO model includes the
surrounding geology as well as the entire WIPP excavation (including operations, experimental
and shaft regions).
Local scale heterogeneities are included in the DBR_BRAGFLO model, including the salt pillars,
rooms, panel seals, and passageways which contain waste. These are not fully represented in the
BRAGFLO mesh.
The DBR_BRAGFLO mesh uses constant thickness, while BRAGFLO radially flares the element
thickness to account for 3-dimensional volumes in 2-D space.
The disturbed rock zone (DRZ) is included in both models, but exists above and below the
excavated regions in the BRAGFLO model, whereas the DRZ surrounds the waste rooms on the
sides for the DBR_BRAGFLO model. The DRZ is a region of rock adjacent to the excavated
areas containing microfractures caused by the excavating process and therefore has enhanced
permeability compared to the undisturbed rock.
Both models include one-degree formation dip through the excavated regions.
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Principal Parameters Defined by Model

The pressure and saturation time-histories for each realization from the 10,000-year BRAGFLO
calculations provided the basic input needed for the direct brine releases. The pressure and saturation
at specified times for each consequence furnished the initial and boundary conditions needed for the
DBR_BRAGFLO model to determine the volume of direct brine releases to the surface. The model
assumes no-flow boundary conditions beyond the footprint of the waste region for the (several days)
flow period of direct releases, i.e. there is no connection to the surrounding geology, All relevant
flow parameters (permeability, porosity, characteristic curves, etc.), both sampled (stochastic) and
unsampled (deterministic), are the same as those used for the 10,000-year BRAGFLO model.

Coupling DBRJBRAGFLO with BRAGFLO

The DBR_BRAGFLO mesh was coupled to BRAGFLO by subdividing the waste area in
BRAGFLO into four regions. Region one represented the farthest up-dip repository grid blocks in
BRAGFLO that contained waste. This corresponded roughly to the up-dip> quarter of the
DBRJBRAGFLO mesh. Region four represented the farthest down-dip section of waste in
BRAGFLO, which was the "panel" region. This corresponded to the farthest down-dip quarter of the
DBR_BRAGFLO mesh. Similar subdivisions were made for the middle two sections of each grid
(Figure 5). Pore-volume averaged brine saturation and pressure within each region of the BRAGFLO
model were used to initialize similar regions in the DBR_BRAGFLO mesh at each intrusion time.

rION 2 'sPore volume averaged Pressures
and Saturations from each region

transferred to similar region in
DBR BRAGFLO grid

1GI0N 4 • Panel
(Region 4}"

Rgfiaed DBRJRAGFLO grid geometry Representation of waste area in BRAGFLO grid
(not to scale)

Fig. 5 - Representation of coupling between the two grids to obtain initial conditions
for the DBR BRAGFLO mesh at each intrusion time(7)
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FLOWING BOTTOM-HOLE PRESSURE

Transient and Steady-State Flow Duration During Blowout

Work conducted by Santos(8> concerning diverter systems for offshore platforms provides insights
into differences between the transient and steady-state flowing conditions during a blowout. Figure 6
shows an illustration of the transient spike during a blowout on a shallow gas well (~ 100 m deep)
versus the steady-state period. As shown in the right side of Figure 6, the transient spike lasts for only
20 seconds. If this is scaled up to the WIPP configuration well of 655 m (Figure 3), this implies that
the transient spike will last only minutes. Therefore, steady-state flowing conditions during the
blowout were assumed.
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Fig. 6 - Transient and Steady-State Comparisons during Shallow Gas Well Blowout (^ 100 m)(S)

Theory

The driving force behind expulsion of brine and gas from the WIPP repository to the surface via
a wellbore during an uncontrolled blowout is determined by the static panel pressure and flowing
bottom-hole pressure at the time of intrusion. The flowing bottom-hole pressure, defined as the
dynamic pressure at the inlet to the wellbore adjacent to the point of entry into the repository, is less
than the static pressure due to elevation, friction and acceleration effects. The ability of the well to
produce brine and gas is governed by the drop in panel pressure and the productivity index (assuming
steady-state flow) by the following well deliverability equation(9):

[Equation 1]

where:
qp = well flow rate of the produced phase (brine or gas)
Jp= phase productivity index ,.
pe - phase pressure at the outer boundary of the well drainage area (panel pressure)
pwf = flowing bottom-hole pressure , .

In a radial drainage area where saturation is uniform over the drainage region (which is valid
throughput the assumed blowout period), the productivity index, Jp can be determined from Darcy's.
iaw ( U UV
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Jp - —p~7—^ -=\ [Equation 2]

In ^

where:
k = absolute permeability (assumed to be constant through time at 1.7E-I3 m2)
krp = relative permeability to phase
h = crushed panel height (calculated from porosity surface), h = hj( 1 - §i)/(\ * <j))

hj = initial uncrushed panel height
(j>i = initial uncrushed porosity
<j> = volume-averaged porosity of the waste at intrusion time

Pp = viscosity of fluid phase (assumed to be constant through time for brine, ubrine = 1.8E-03 Pa-
sec, and for gas ugas = 8.92E-06 Pa-sec)(I2)

r e= external drainage radius which for rectangular gridblock dimensions, re is taken as the
equivalent areal radius, i.e. for gridblock'dimensions of 10 m by 32.7 m (these are the
dimensions of the DBR_BRAGFLO gridblock which contains the intrusion well location):

V
rw = wellbore radius (assumed to be constant through time at 0.1556 m)(!3>

c = -0.50 for pseudosteady-state flow
s = skin factor, incorporating well stimulation caused by sotids released

The solids removal model can be coupled through the skin factor according to the petroleum
engineering well testing relationship'14':

s = | ~ - 1 ] lnf &*• | [Equation 3]

where:
s = skin factor
k = absolute permeability
kjidn = permeability of an open channel as a result of solids removal releases (assumed to be infinite)
rw = wellbore radius
fskia= effective radius of the wellbore with the solids volume removed

The effective radius of the wellbore can be determined using the total area removed from the solids
removal mode! (AreaTotal) by assuming a radius (r^j,,) such that:

AreaTotal = nrS|an
2 [Equation 4]

Rearranging Equation 4 to solve for x^KtL gives:

= J
v

AreaTotal „ .. o

[Equation 5]
« •

Substituting Equation 5 into Equation 3 and assigning infinity to k̂ ,-,, gives the desired relationship
between skin (s) and total area removed according to the solids removal model (AreaTotal):
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-l In '

AreaTotal

[Equation 6]

The relative permeability to a phase (k,p) using the modified Brooks-Corey(7) model shown in
Equation 2 is defined using the following expressions for brine (br) and gas (g) respectively:

Calculate an effective saturation (Se) for each phase as follows:

Ssir = ——^ (0 ̂  Sw £ 0.552) [Equation 7J

Seg =
 S'"~Sw' (0 < Sgr < 0.15) [Equation 8]
1 ~ S ~ 5

where:
Sw = brine saturation in panel at time of intrusion
S w = residual brine saturation (sampled parameter, from 0% to 55.2%)
S^ = critical gas saturation (sampled parameter, from 0% to 15%)

Calculate the relative permeability for each phase as follows:

[Equation 9]

[Equation 10]

where:
kw = relative permeability to brine
ktg = relative permeability to gas
X - pore size distribution parameter

Parameter values in combination with Equations 6, 9 and 10 when used in Equation 2, yield the
productivity index for brine and gas. These values are available with the panel pressure at the time of
intrusion. The only variable unknown is the flowing bottom-hole pressure which when used in the
well deliverability equation (Equation 1) gives the expelled brine and gas flow rates.

Flowing Bottom-Hole Pressure using Poettmann-Carpenter

To determine the flowing bottom-hole pressure (FBHP), an iterative procedure is used based
upon a petroleum engineering iri'istry multiphase flow correlation developed by Poettmann and
Carpenter(15) (for a discussion of liv*. Poettmann and Carpenter correlation, refer to Appendix A). Flow
up the intrusion borehole during drilling is governed by complex physics dependent on frictional
effects and two-phase fluid properties.
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This behavior is much studied in petroleum engineering, and many correlations have been
developed to predict flow rates and pressures in vertical two-phase pipe flow. The Poettmann-
Carpenter approach was chosen to calculate the necessary flowing bottom-hole pressures to be used in
the DBRJ3RAGFLO model. The Poettmann-Carpenter model (P-C model) was chosen because it
accounts for multi-phase frictional effects based on empirical (field) data from flowing wells, is one of
the few correlations that includes flow between the drill pipe and open hole (annulus) in its
development and is easy to implement.

The wellbore is descritized into finite delta lengths of 7.62 m (25 feet), each being described by
the diameters of the open hole, drill pipe, drill collars, and casing(s). Note that for the
DBRJBRAGFLO model, brine was assumed to flow to the surface through the annular area only.
This is consistent with gas well blowout behavior since the inside of the drill pipe is filled with drilling
fluid. Figure 3 shows the wellbore configuration used.

To calculate the flowing bottom-hole pressures, the flow rates used in the P-C model have to
match those predicted by the DBR_BRAGFLO well model. Since the fluid saturations and panel
pressures are known for each realization at each intrusion time, it is possible to calculate the FBHP
iteratively. A starting FBHP is assumed, and the gas and brine flow rates are calculated from the
DBRJ3RAGFLO well deliverability equation. These flow rates are then used in the P-C model to
determine finite pressure drops up the wellbore to the surface. If the resulting surface flowing
pressure does not equal atmospheric, a new FBHP is assumed and the process repeated until the
surface pressure is calculated to within 5% tolerance of atmospheric. A 5% tolerance amounts to a 0.7
psi (4827 Pa, or ~0.005 MPa) allowance for convergence of the Poettmann-Carpenter method to
achieve atmospheric pressure. Figure 7 shows a flowchart of this process.
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diRv*r*uity •qustfon
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Fig. 7 - Flowchart of Iterative Process used to Estimate FBHP(7)
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The method begins by assuming an initial flowing bottom-hole pressure slightly less than the
panel pressure. With the productivity index computed from Equation 2, flow rates for brine and gas
(100% hydrogen assumed) are computed using Equation 1. Using the Poettmann and Carpenter
method which takes into account elevation, friction and acceleration impacts on the flowing pressure
gradient, a surface pressure is computed. If the surface pressure is equal to atmospheric pressure, the
iteration ceases using the last flowing bottom-hole pressure used. If the surface pressure is not equal
to atmospheric pressure, another flowing bottom-hole pressure is assumed and the process of
computing the brine and gas flow rates and subsequent surface pressure is repeated until the surface
pressure is at atmospheric pressure. This iterative procedure is illustrated in Figure 8.

•Q=tJ(P-Pw)

What is Pw such that
it reproduces pressure
at surface?

Fig. 8 - Poettmann-CarpenterMethod, Trial and Error Procedure for FBHP(7)

Application of theory

Flowing bottom-hole pressures were generated using this method to represent expected ranges of
panel pressures, brine saturation, critical gas saturation, panel permeability, crushed panel height and
skin factor due to solid releases. These results were then developed into correlations based upon
relationships between FBHP versus panel pressure and log of well productivity index (as shown in
Figure 9), and FBHP versus panel pressure and log (krg/krw) (as shown in Figures 10 and 11 for brine
dominated and gas dominated flow, respectively). The continuous fit equations (shown in Figures 9-
11) are used as "look-up" functions in DBRJ3RAGFLO to determine FBHP.

CONCLUSIONS

This wellbore flow treatment method has helped in estimating the amount of radionuclide releases
to the surface due to inadvertent drilling into the repository area. The method is part of a new analysis
tool that uses various techniques to quantify release rates according to government regulations for
underground nuclear waste repositories. The method also demonstrates how petroleum engineering
methods were applied in a multtdisciplinary team to solve a complex environmental problem.
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FBHP aa a function of Srln* W»H Index and Panel Pressure (Kig»Q, Srlnt only)
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SI Metric Conversion Factors
inch X 2.54* £ + 00 = cm gai X 3.785 E + 00 = L

ft X 3.048* E - 01 = m • bbl X 1.589873 E - 01 = m3

mile X 1.609344* E + 00 = km md X 9.869233 E - 16 = m2

inch3 X 1,6387 E + 0 2 = cm3 bbl/MMscf X 5.614583 E - 0 6 = nrVm3

lb/ft3 X 1.602 E - 0 2 = g/cm3 °F (°F-32)/l.8* = ° C
psi X 6.894757 E + 00 = kPa °C + 2.7316 £ + 02 = K

* Conversion factor is exact



APPENDIX A - POETTMANN AND CARPENTER EQUATIONS

For vertical flow, the general pressure gradient equation can be written as:

dh \dh)el ^dh)f \dhJace

The total pressure drop is the sum of the pressure drops due to elevation, friction and acceleration,
respectively. The pressure drop caused by elevation change depends on the density of the mixture.
The pressure drop caused by' friction losses requires evaluation of a friction factor. The empirical
correlations differ in the manner used to calculate the three components of the total pressure gradient.
To calculate the flowing bottom-hole pressure using the method of Poettmann and Carpenter, the
following information is required:

n} 7Al3E+lODs)

where:
dP
— = pressure gradient (psia/ft)
D = annular diameter [using "hydraulic radius" concept] (ft)

^ ft3

Vm = volume of mixed gas and brine at pressure P per barrel of stock-tank liquid, based on the ratio
of fluids flowing into and out of the flow string (ftVstbl)

Rp = producing gas-liquid ratio (scfi'stb)
Bw = formation volume factor of brine = 1 (rbl/stb)
Pb = base pressure at which gas is measured (101.32 Pa)
Ta = average temperature of flow (300.1 °K)
Tb = base temperature at which gas is measured (300.1 °K)
z = compressibility factor of the gas in the annulus at temperature Ta (300.1 °K) and pressure P
Rj = solution gas-liquid ratio at pressure P (scfi'stb) [assumed to be 0]
Vw = cubic feet water produced (scf/stb) [assumed to be 0]
Q = bbl of stock-tank liquid produced per day (bbl/day)
M = (5.615)(62.4)(Gst0) + 0.0764(Gg)(Rp) + 62.4(Gb)(Vw), M will remain constant in annulus and

represents the total mass of gas and brine, Ib, associated with 1 bbl stock-tank liquid
flowing into and out of flow string

Gsto = specific gravity of stock-tank oil = 0
Gg= separator gas gravity (air = 1.0) [function of the gas composition, determined with

SUPERTRAPP program developed by NIST°6)]
Gb = specific gravity of produced water = 1.23

M
p _ — yfj j jj J) which is the flowing density

f = friction factor determined from" Poettmann and Carpenter as a function of M, Q & D

— is determined from the original expression above so that the new pressure may be obtained

dk dP
For delta h increments up the wellbore, P2 = Pi + ~3T(deIta h )
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